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The case for
strategic convertible
allocations

By John P. Calamos, CEO and global CIO,
Calamos Investments

Our experience with convertible securi ties dates to the volatile financial markets of the 1970s, when convertible strat egies often provided better returns than
the stock or bond markets. Today’s mar kets are similar to those of the 1970s, as
macro events fuel uncertainty and volatility. Given the current turbulence
around rising interest rates, we feel con vertibles are well-positioned to weather
market uncertainty and volatility due to
their ability to provide equity upside
with downside protection. Furthermore,
widening spreads bode well for the continuation of a strong year for convertible
issuance, boosting the opportunity set
and overall market liquidity. We there fore believe the case for convertible securities is as strong as ever.
In simplest terms, a convertible security

is a fixed-income security that includes an
embedded option. Convertibles thus offer equity market participation with po tential downside resilience during equi ty market declines. The structural risk/
reward characteristics of convertibles allow them to support a range of asset allocation goals. However, convertibles are
also complex, making active management
is essential. The attributes of convertibles
may
considerably, and the charac teristics of a convertible can change over
time. A convertible may be more equitylike (higher “equity sensitivity”) at certain
periods and more fixed income-like (high er “credit sensitivity”) in others. Or, they
can fall somewhere in the middle (“total
return” securities).

ing periods of rising interest rates and
inflation. While convertibles are influ enced to a degree by interest-rate fluctuaby the price
tions, they also are
movements of their underlying stocks,
which has helped soften the
of ris ing interest rates. As a result, convertible
strategies may be used to diversify or enhance a traditional bond portfolio with
higher interest rate sensitivity (i.e., gov ernment bonds). Here, we would expect
to utilize a greater proportion of convertibles with more pronounced fixed-income
characteristics, such as “busted converti bles.” Finally, convertibles with a range of
characteristics can be used within alterna tive allocations, such as hedge strategies
that employ convertible arbitrage.

As a fixed-income security with equity at tributes, convertible securities can fulfil
a variety of roles within asset allocations.
Often, convertible securities are thought
of as a single asset class, but this ignores
var i ati ons wi thi n the conver ti bl e uni ver se.
Our approach is to use
types of
convertibles within
investment
strategies. It is not simply the converti bles that make a strategy work, but how
convertibles are managed to achieve a
particular investment objective.
We often use convertibles with higher lev els of equity sensitivity in lower-volatility
equity strategies, providing a solution for
investors who wish to participate in equi ty markets but are concerned about downside equity volatility. In volatile markets,
the bond value of a convertible provides
a floor, and through coupon income, in vestors are “paid to wait” for the markets
to recover.

However, with the combination of healthy
balance sheets, high cash balances, cheap
financing and improved confidence of
corporate America, we see these factors
eventually leading to more meaningful
M&A activity, and we believe event-driven
equity strategies will perform even better.
In essence, event driven equity has up side capture to an M&A rebound, but is
not dependent on it.

Convertibles can also be utilised as an en hanced fixed income strategy. Convertibles have historically performed well dur -

Economic growth supports convertible
issuance. Convertible market issuance
is about capital market access; capital
market access is closely tied with econom ic growth. As better economic prospects
spur increased interest in risk assets,
we would expect a resurgence in convertible issuance. Although some of this
new activity will be
by maturing
securities, we ultimately believe economic trends support the long-term viability of the asset class, and that a recovering global economy provides a favorable
environment for a widening pool of con vertibles.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Information contained herein is for informational purposes only. Opinions, estimates, forecasts, and statements of financial market trends that are based on current market conditions constitute our judgment and are
subject to change without notice. We believe the information provided here is reliable. The views and strategies described may not be suitable for all investors. References to specific securities, asset classes and financial
markets are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to be, and should not be interpreted as, recommendations.
Outside the U.S., this presentation is made by Calamos Investments LLP and is directed only at professional/sophisticated investors and it is for their exclusive use and information. This document should not be shown to
or given to retail investors.
Equity risk: The price of equity securities may rise or fall because of changes in the broad market or changes in a company’s financial condition, sometimes rapidly or unpredictably. These price movements may result
from factors affecting individual companies, sectors or industries selected for the Fund’s portfolio or the securities market as a whole, such as changes in economic or political conditions. Equity securities are subject
to “stock market risk” meaning that stock prices in general (or in particular, the prices of the types of securities in which a fund invests) may decline over short or extended periods of time. When the value of a fund’s
securities goes down, an investment in a fund decreases in value.
Fixed Income risk: Fixed income securities are subject to interest rate risk. If rates increase, the value of fixed income investments generally declines.
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